
Add-A-Stack Shelving and
Add-A-Track Lateral Track System

SYSTEMS FOR SUCCESS



Easy to Install
and Expand
Add another level by
simply removing the
top and stacking on
another tier.

Heavy-Duty Shelves
Reinforced steel
shelves hold
materials without
“racking”.

Optional Posting
Shelf
Add a convenient
workspace for file
materials. This
option can be added
to 36" letter and
legal tiers.

Base
Choice of bases
keeps materials off
the floor to avoid
damage from mops
or vacuums.
Available in one inch
or four inch heights.

Levelers
Compensate for
uneven floors with
adjustable levelers.
(Available for 4" base
only. 1" base shown.)

Optional Tier with
Literature Sorters
Customize tiers to
handle a variety of
materials efficiently.

Dividers
Rolled edges for
added safety and
embossed structural
ribs add strength to
the tier.



Literature Sorters
Optional literature
sorters are perfect for
filing and compart-
mentalizing letter and
legal documents.

Add-A-Stack
Filing System
You need more filing space.
You need more floor space.
You know you’re going to
need even more of both
later. What you really need
is Add-A-Stack—the
modular filing system that
expands as easily as adding
another shelf.

Add-A-Stack’s thin
profile reduces the height of
each tier, allowing you to
stack more tiers within
reaching height. Add-A-
Stack has been proven to
cost less per filing inch than
conventional filing
cabinets...and has
exceptional strength to carry
heavy filing loads safely.
With no time-consuming
drawers to open and close,
retrieval time is greatly
reduced as well!

Add-A-Stack is available in all the most popular file sizes—letter, legal
and x-ray. Optional posting shelves and literature sorters allow you to
customize your filing needs.
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Two Base Options

Easy Leveling
Adjustable levelers are attached to frame-strengthening
corner gussets which are welded into the corners of the
4" base.

Topped Off

1" bases are ideally suited for mating with mobile or
existing shelving, while 4" bases get your files up off
the floor so mops and vacuums won’t damage them.

To complete the stack and give it a finished appearance,
an 18-gauge steel top is bolted to the
top tier.

Tier-Strengthening Dividers
20-gauge steel dividers are welded directly
between the frame and shelf to minimize
deflection. A strengthening bead and embossed rib
provide rigidity and eliminate sharp edges.



Great Access in Less Space

Tennsco
Add-A-Track
Lateral Track
System
Now make Add-A-Stack
even more space efficient with
Tennsco’s Add-A-Track
Lateral Track System. By
eliminating the aisles
typically required with a
fixed filing installation, you
can file 35% more in the
same space.

Add-A-Track saves
valuable floor space by
placing two rows of shelving
front-to-back without the
need for an aisle way.
Simply slide the front row of
shelving side-to-side to access
the back row. The system,
which does not require
permanent installation, is
easily moved and configured
to meet specific installation
and space requirements.
To expand simply add tracks
side-by-side.

Heavy-Duty
Add-A-Track
Carriage
The Add-A-
Track System is

You don’t have to give up convenient access to your file
materials to gain extra space. The Mobile Track System
actually makes your files more accessible by eliminating the
need to walk up and down aisles and around files.

Add-A-Track files 35% more in the same space.

designed to fit Add-A-Stack and certain other types of shelving.
The system’s components include a steel track and a heavy-duty
carriage capable of holding 1,400 lbs. It features solid steel 3"
diameter wheels for ease of movement and durability while
rubber carriage bumpers provide pinch-free finger clearance. The
track surface is covered the entire length with ribbed industrial
grade vinyl, offering a safe, non-slip working surface. Integrated
anti-tip system prevents shelving from tilting or falling.

The diagram to the right illustrates
a typical fixed shelving installation
with required space for aisle ways.

Using Add-A-Track to eliminate
aisle ways decreases the space

needed by 35%.
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All Tennsco Add-A-Stack components are
electrostatically painted with a tough baked enamel
finish to assure years of lasting beauty. Choose from
these standard finishes.
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201 Tennsco Drive
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(615) 446-8000 (800) 251-8184
Facsimile (800) 722-0134
Internet: www.tennsco.com
e-mail: infotenn@tennsco.com

Sand Light Grey Bone White

Finishes shown above are only representative of the
actual finishes. If greater accuracy is required,
contact your local Tennsco dealer for additional
information.

A WORD ABOUT TENNSCO

Tennsco Corp., headquartered in Dickson,
Tennessee, began operations in 1962. Today,
Tennsco is an industry leader with over 1 million
square feet of manufacturing and warehouse space
in six facilities. Tennsco offers a wide variety of
filing and storage systems, steel office furniture,
industrial and institutional shelving, lockers and
shop equipment.

For additional information on other Tennsco
products, contact:

The Tennsco
Add-A-Track System is
available only in black.

Black

Add-A-Track:


